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ïîflyiflAT. REVIEW No. 2. I»m* wherein Ufe awakens; then In animals. In which the 

Idea attains to the twilight of reason; finally. In 
where reason rises Into mind and achieves self-co nscious- 
ness and freedom. As self-conscloua mind It expresses 
Itself in the history of peoples. In religion, art, philosophy. 
In human institutions, In the family and in law, until it 
résiliés itself In the State as its latest and highest object 
According to Hegel, then, the universal Idea develops Into 
Godhead in proportion as the material world rises from 
the inorganic to the organic, and, Anally, to man. In the 
« tentai part of man, flte Idea arrives at self-conscious net 

and freedom and becomes God — the Absolute."—(M. 
Beer )

tual work, Is seen to be very useful, because, out of the 
clash of opinions, it brings forth the truth and stimulâtes 
to deeper thodghL Hegel seized hold of this expression 
and named his logical method after It This Is the dia
lectic method, or the manner of conceiving thlny and be
ings of the universe as In a process of becoming, through 
the struggle of contradictory elements and their resoitt- 

It Is precisely opposition or antithesis, which 
sets things in motion,, which Is the mainspring of evolu
tion, which calls forth and develops the latent forces and 
powers of being. Had the earth as a fiery, gaseous ■«««« 
remained in that state, without the contradiction, that Is, 
the cooling and condensation taking place, then no life 

h.. , , , , would have appeared on it Had the State remained auto-
■4 It is fairly «*& to say that never before,in the at thw Hegelan AbBolute> th“ 6)181 R°al era tic,, and the contradictory principle, middlendase free-

hfatnry of inanMnd has there existed a social sitn- evolution, but perfection and, here deep calls to *>m been absent, then the life of the state would have

K stion to wMeà lhe terms “moving" and “djnamie*MeeP; Perfection means rest, rest from the contra- ^comJ **“■ and the b,oom of culture rendered hn»oeal- 
'& r, V „ • 8 U UJUanUC^j. . . , „ hie. Had Capitalism remained without Its proletarian
; could be so justly applied as to modern society nug^dietory elements that make for a. changing world, contradiction, then it would have reverted to an Industrial 

der the machine ^process and the regime of capftatll^pred1 ca ting the disturbing unfsSniliar and the un- feudalism, it is the contradiction, or the antithesis, which 
Coincident -wifl* this “moving” and “dynaml^f forseen, the unforseeable and the chances of eon- brin*5 toto heinig the whole kingdom of the potentialities

î i snsiel situation! modern thought has been seixèd flîct and failure ever dogging our footsteps in life. ’ and,glfte of n*tDre and of humanity. Only when the
ÿm of the world, both the social The desire for rest of this over-driven, calamity nd- „ pIaBe of aoaght and eiMence ... The thing
aiversal world of nature, as in a den humanity has its corollary in a “love of ease,” or being, against which the contradiction operates, was

In accordance with his ajie- love of ease is the primitive urge, the universal ideal, called by Hegel the Positive, and the contradiction, or the 
ning animal man, perhaps by How many “Heavens, the visions of unfulfilled de- antagonistic element, or the antithesis, be called the

constitution of his intelleetoal sire,” has it not inspired» Negation The contradiction, however/ nay* Regel “la
i.;- . ■. . ~ ..... .1 -T>. f __ the source of all movement and Hfe; ofty insofar.-sg it

pontalnn a - contradiction can anything have movement.

Imen.

na3ltatfe i-i ■’ -'Marx is ofUP« One of antecedents In respect of 
I»' Me POSWstes and preconceptions .... which 
he point of departure for all of his creative work 
KM sad economic theory. By his earlier training 

Is Hugetian* !» lis method and conception of the gro- 
' "HV sehteneotcausation.—“C") of social development 

| later training-under the English classical school of
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JWbnder diverse' latelleetusl-' a*klee," '*ays Mha Uewey 
"the idea tie assumed diverse forms and colora But all 

of them have involved the conception of a completed ac
tivity, a static perfection. Desire and need# have Men 
treated as signs of deficiency, and endeavor as proof not 
of power but of Incompletioo- In Aristotle this concep
tion of an end which exhausts all realisation and excludes 
all potentiality appears as a definition of highest excel
lence. It of necessity excludes all want and struggle and 
all dependencies. It Is- neither practical nor social. No
thing Is left» but a self-revolving, self-sufficing thought 
engaged In contemplating Its own sufficiency. Some forms 
of Oriental morals have united this logic with a profounder 
psychology, and have seen that the final terminus on this 
road Is Nirvana, an obliteration of all thought and desire. 
In medieval science, the Ideal reappeared as a definition 
of heavenly bliss accessible only to a redeemed Immortal 
souL Herbert Spencer Is far enough away from Aristotle, 
medieval Christianity and Buddhism; but the Idea re- 
emerges In his conception of a goal of evolution in which 
adaptation of organism to environment is complete and 
final. Ik popular thought, the conception lives In the 
vague thought of a remote state of attainment in which 
we shall be beyond ‘temptation,’ and 1 nwhich virtue by 
its own Inertia will persist as a triumphant consummation.
... The fallacy in these versions of the same idea Is per

haps thÿ most pervasive of all fallacies In philosophy. So 

common is it that one questions whether It might not be 
called the philosophical fallacy. ... It is forgotten that 
success Is success of s specific "effort, and satisfaction the 
fulfillment of a specific demand, so that success and satis
faction become meaningless when severed from the wants 
sad struggles whose consummation they are, or when 
taken universally, all-incluslvely "

left i^tcHLOd

" ... This thought of Hegel's is of extraordinary iig|. 
ance for the understanding of Marxism. It Is the seel of 

the Marxian doctrine of the class-struggle, nay of the 
whole Marxian system. One may say that Marx la always 
on the look-out for contradictions within social èeroloy 
ment, for wherever the contradiction (antithesis—class- 
struggle) shows itself, there begins, according to Marx* 
Hegel, the progress to a higher plane.

"We have now become familiar with two expressions of 
the dialectical method, the positive and the negation. We 
have seen the first two stages of the process of growth in 
thought and In reality. The process is not yet complete. 
It still requires a third stage. This third step Hegel call
ed the Negation of the Negation. With the continued oper
ation of the negation, a new thing or being comes Into ex
istence.

». T

evolutionary process. By, “ckusStion” 
how it happened.” Broadly these schemes of caus
ation group themselves into two kinds—the teleôlo- 

", gieal, of which Hegelianism is an example, and the 
BOtt^eleological characteristically the scheme associ- 
ated with Darwinism, which achieves its purest and 
strictest expression in the mechanistic conception 
used as a working hypothesis in enquiry into phen- 

- omens of existence by the later post-Darwinian 
science of our day. A teleological conception of 
evolution means evolution to a goal or end, imply
ing purposive direction in the “trend” of things; 
generally, in-the apprehension of old-fashioned evol
utionists, a meliorative trend is conceived of, indi
cating a belief in a benign order of nature. The con
ception is shot through and through with the “anim
ism” referred to ini last issue. An element" of per
sonality is projected into the process which the json- 

, .teleological Darwinism sees as an impersonal, Mech
anical play of brute forces looking to no end. It is 

>■? „ .claimed that that science which aims at a statement 
qf the phenomena of process in terns of the “nor- 

... _. . Jhof states of “equilibrium” or “rest,” aftd
•jp/ “irBnds” to those states, exhibits thus vestigial re 

maim of the animistic propensity. Be that as it 
r . may, let us ask what lies behind the belief in a 

treçki in things to a goal, so characteristic an elem- 
: v eat df Hegel’s philosophy, tines it is he whom we 

have to consider next, because Marx adopted the 
Hegelian dialectic method and scheme of 

• x ttom. 1 eeggest, f»r whatever there may be in H, 
V ^we peer behind Hegel’s eonsdous thought proeee- 

sea for same irrational primitive urge as a cause of
V- -/ I- T' *.

we mean,

• I
!

...

H
|CX i

4“To revert to our examples: the complete cooling and 
condensation of the earth’s crust: the rise of the middle- 
class State : the victory pf the Proletariat : these things 
represent the setting aside or suspension of the Negation: 
the contradiction Is thus resolved, and a new stage in the 
process of evolution is reached. The expression Positive 
(or affirmation >, Negation, and Negation of the Negation, ‘ 
are also known as thesis, antithesis, and synthesis.

|£:

* --

“In order to understand thla more distinctly, and to 
visualise it, let us consider an egg. It Is something posi
tive, but It contains a germ, which, awakening to Ufe, 
gradually consumes (Le., negatives) th«^ contents of the 
egg. This negation is, however, no mere destruction and 
annihilation; on the contrary, it results In the germ de
veloping Into a living thing. The negation being complete, 
the chick breaks through the egg shell. This represents 
the negation of the negation, whereby there has arisen 
something organically higher than the egg.

“While the Hegelian cosmology is mystical 
an Idealist, In exploring by means of this method the wMB

I- _r

'4;/'J
i
eSo much for Hegel's goal and other like “per

fectionists” ideals. In the actual practice of life, 
goals and “ends” we aim for are merely turning 
pointa to fresh courses of activity and another fut
ure fall of contingencies. -Let me now turn to 
Hegel’s dialectic, his scheme of causation of the 
evolutionary process, of how he conceives it hap-

cansa-. Hegel

expanse of human knowledge he scattered an astonishing
abundance of materialistic and strictly scientific observa
tions and suggestions, and inspired his pupOe and reader» 
with a tiring conception of history, of the 
mankind to ‘keif-consciousness and freedom, thus ■—i*—. x ,

«Biipkmtt an idealist: The origin saA 
eead of growth was to be sought, scnorfflng to him, net pens:

«rial forces, but in the logtel idea,
IN itiNdhite, or—In its reMgkme «tpre» “By the dialectic the old Oreeke understood the art of 

‘ ^ Beduu He ereaied the world He is to be re- discourse and rejoinder, the refutation of an opponent by
of 'the dedime Uen of his assertions and proofs, the bringing

/
of the

them capable of pushing their studies further.
cipeting themselves from all sjslliImrthe

"As a guide to his studies from-18*44 onwards, Marx 
used the conception of history, or

-M

isterlal embodiment: It *rst nrnrnssns itself «vamteed destiy, this art of dteen—iM, in spits of its eon-
, The Maa creates into relief at the oonbwdlctioni and antitheses. When

to eoceeiva in theughtfibe evnlv- 
(Continued- on pnge 8) *
I'V-;*_ - 1 , >
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aprehensive and 
formulate a new 
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> him the more 
ned at_ bringing 
iverae, into the 
■aling with them 
larding them as 
rse as the grad- 
is reasonable is 

he task of pbil- 
Bvery indlvid- 

yhilosophy is its 
idual can over- 
w.) It ia evid- 
bstract thinker, 
lating at large.
;rial content to 
ake it concrete, 
or reality witil
lable. Accord- 
y with the laws 

at the same 
jsmic evolution, 
thought, and to 
is, especially in 
eemed to him a 

He, therefore, 
formulated not 

e laws of evolu- 
nguage which 
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dialectic.” (M.
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/^\UB como.de makes two statements with which “maturity” in it. implied ethical sense, Lei, success; membe'r. Only its skeletal form will «mai*upc»
11 we agree whole-heartedly-lst, that hfa, re- developed potentiality; that maturity, follows of whiehisoew virility of imtraditfoned progrew, WiB 
W Ply « » return, more or less remotely, to necessity, only within the ambit of Its particular construct a mightier edifice of knit and visioned

the ‘straight issue.’ x It «.-exceedingly remote, conditioning. Outride of the imposed terns the resistance.
2nd, that it is “weird stuff ” So weird indeed it struggle is a losing quantity-or an expression of We did not say, or imply that “people cheat by WM 
might, be an effusion from the Psychical Research X. Consequently, the life of the process, is commen- a separate organ of knowledge.” But wo do say 
Society. And he makes two statement, which eauw surate with the process of the particular struggle; that habits and- aptitudes of peoples «d'ntiî 4P 
wonder as to whether he reads the articles cnbewtL and the issues of that struggle are therefor narrowed were no more the disposing caused of their varytiB ' *
We did not say, or imply, that humanity stepped down, to the issue of the terms of its law. And in movements and directions than Clrdesdalea «3 -;S|
maturely developed into its straight issues, ÛOrthat particular case, the term of its law; is the class con- hackneys were differentiated by an' aptitude for 
there was ‘‘a separate organ of knowledge, by which scious perception of opr social conditioning. Sa work ; or that whales and manatees took to the open 
peoples chose their particular directions. To which quently, therefor, all reformat institution or con- sea because of an “indisposition” for salt water. 
we will return later. dition—that leaves that percept untouched (as it Thatsis the evolution of fairyland. Man -and horse

must do) will -produce struggle, but not maturity; and whale took their especial directions not from 
that the material conditions of developing society, m will produce confusion, but not regeneration. And habit, but by the compulsion of living conditions 
all their varied interactions continually tend-to the the whole paraphernalia of its expediencies, of pal- that violated their habit, and spun them out in new 
creation of a wider humanity, provided that “no liât ion which are no more, than the ethic of tem- cycles of development in the restless 
overmastering circumstances arise to defeat the form- perate exploitation, can only lead, m a longer or 
ation of social institutions.” With which -we have shorter term, to all the aggrandisement of the ruling 
no quarrel. That is certainly enough, the eireum- class, on one hand, to the progressive degardation of 
stantial of human evolution, but it is no criterion of the subject class,on the other; and to the final ruina- 
soeial revolution.
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Our comrade's opening remarks seem to mean,
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energies of
change. The robber barons of the dark ages did 
not dot Europe with their strategic castles, by res- v 

of habit, they chosq by clear concept of their 
means of power. The owners of England did not 

tion of capitalist civilisation. Bht, that society wiL eorrall John at Runneymead, because of th«ir eom- 
The question of the straight issue is a direct quea come to economic freedom by that route, is neither a mon dispositions to short change their overlords, but 

tion of tactics, Le., whether socialism be achieved necessity nor a certainty. That may be the mean- because they were class conscious. The Gothic Em- 
through class conscious understanding, or by the denng track soeiety may elect to follow,"Le., ita con- pire of Ronjc—the noblest of its times—crumbled, 
stepping stone# of labor reform. It has no direct tingent circumstance may so impel it And even at without leaving a land mark, not for inaptitude for 
mediacy, with the broader aspect of “humanity.” that its “maturity” is finally dependent on the government but because it countered the rapacious 
Consequently, “humanity” does not “step maturely dear perception of its slavery, and consequently, plunderbund of Italy. The Russian people did not 
into its straight issues ;” but through them it riaea to its cause and relief. adopt the Greek church, because of .a predilection
higher wellbeing, and the vantage of ita progress is In effect. Com. “C” admits this, for he says for Byzantine ikons and sea pula ries. It waa fast- 
proportionate to all sociality of preemption. In this “neither can a new class create a new social Cned upon them by an organised hierarchy, 
human sense, “the life process is a going concern, the life . . merely because the old society has become 
pace set by productive development. ” But it is not intolerable.” His proviso “that unless the 
a going concern, as a process of growth, like the sary cultural development has already taken place” 
birth of an oak from an acorn. ' It is a going concern m beside the point. Because a new class cannot 
only in the mechanical eonnectiveneas of the physical, create the institutions of its complex, nor the cul-
likethe development of an invention. In fact, society tural developments of that complex, until by what sion of the means and will to power. The people of 
is an invention. Consequently it is cspqbte of perfec- soever means, it has swept away the hamperiegvin- today do not fasten Capital upon tjyir backs, like 
tion by the visioning mind, and therefore responsive stitutions of its predecessor. It can only sweep the hermit crab with the anemone,'by the custom of 
to the conditioning of mind. Hence the issues of the away those institutions when it has developed the authority, but because of'the inculcated lie of auth- 
way, the forces that influence its progress, are de- necessary power, and power is the product of an 
tailed- and determined by. the multifarious vicia- derstanding. The development of the capitalist eys- 
situdes of conscious development It may lag, or it tem has already organized social production. Its ignorance
may change by suddrii mutations. It may be set farther development is almost completely prohibited * apathy of its habit’ not by the circumlocutioni of 
back to develop with a new vigor. “Our” own by its own necessary restrictions. Consequently the 
capitalist system from the days of that Muff rascal, inevitable tensions of its social organisation must 
Henry VIII- proceeded with conservative deliberate- tend towards social comprehension of that organisa- 

uatil the coming of the power machine Its tion. And from the cleavage strain of that 
development, in the last 100 years, overtops the prehension springs the unity of common interest In 
mightest Empire of all the ages. In half that time other words, the Capitalist system—and all its self- 
Germany rose from a 5th rate power to a first place comnelled remedial activities—prepare the mechani- 
in the sun. And in four tragic years reduced to a cal form of the revolution. But its mental reflex has 
colony Of the powers. Japan is a close second, and its roots in the nereeption of the class straggle, and 
in their progress they overthrow the strongest tra- because that reflex flourishes only fin the potent soil 
ditiona and most established aptitudes, replacing of antagonism, it can not only, not advance through 
them with their own new particular interests—and reform, i.e., the organisation of it# restriction, but 
their habits. The potent cause of that advance waa in complete straggle against rit, in the complete 
the close perception of that interest—sharpened by negation of the organiaed forms of established 
its own conditioning or diffident with the incidence ventiona. Moreover, neither the conditions 
of yesterday. Its virility concordant with its free- methods of the medieval bourgeois
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scious of its means of control Clovis and Pippin, 
Martel and Charles, Lewis and Lothair, did not crim
son the soil of France with rapine and violence, by 
habit-r-though such was the wonted ruffianism of 
their kind. But because of a conscious comprehen-'
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orky. In every case it is the ignorance of the people 
to the actual relationship of reality. To break that 

it the task of the hour. To break the

un-
tf:~

■ %custom, but by direct appeal to fact.
“The reason a child knows little and an adult 

knows much is because the latter has formed 
the other has still to acquire. ” Not so. Again we 
say, that habit is thç derivative of the system : the 
system is not derivative from habit. The reason a 
child knows little, and an adult little more, is be
cause the former has not the elaborated experienee 
which forms the mind, the latter is denied access to 
the available means of knowledge. Habit is but a 
secondary thing: a barrier to the ethic of law. If

v?
B11ness, eom-

1

& 5-

r & 
« :

a carpenter built by habit, we would be resident in, 
towers of Pisa. If doctors treated by. habit, theÿ 

con- would soon be in prison. While a politician is so 
tiie little ruled by habit that he is actually versatile in 

are any guide to the mercurian artistry of diplomacy. An electrie-
dom from trammelling convention. Caused by the ns. the modern nroletimst. The power arraved i«n, who lived by habit, would Hve precariously AL
proees# of conditions, my Com. not by the process against ns now. is mightier and more concentrated, researcher who operated the factories of industry <
of habita Created out of the sensitive fabric of time- than against them. The conditions of their révolu- by habit would soon be on the street A «_____--
need, whose discipline in turn, creates, moulds and tion. were unrelv political. Thev could buv and who traded by habit,would soon trade in the margins V
texture, habit and aptitude _ bribe and dicker and counterdeal. Thev could share of poverty. And a prolétariat attempting to live by 4,

Clearly enough, therefore, “material develop the rale and the nhroder. The conditions of onr re- habit, would soon solve the great mystery. We no
ment unfolds the issues and we most deal with them, vntntion are social. We can neither bnv noa bribe. more think with our habit#, than we we with our ' i
adequately or not, as we see them.” Hence, if we Wp cannot share the office. We have no uhrader to eyes, or dream with our rnpsrinnnnrwi These'am 1
see them in the twilight haze of “practical potitiea” And we have everv tradition of authority but the mirrors of impress. Cha^e £he> ^
they are draped in the unlovely garb of trade issue*. ♦« vioUte and set aside. “We have nothing to lose, form and the answering imagu is faithful as a aha-, *
If we we them in the dear light of the socialist eon- *>ut anr chains ; a world to gam. ” And because of dow in the sun. Conversely, color the image, *
eept ; in the uncompromising features of the claw the mîghtv imports of the conditions and the stakes, it flashes back, in ‘reflexive rripifnrT
struggle. “Maturity,” says our Com. “eomes only nnr *ole hoiw> of triumph is the eleareut undeviat- magma of time. The mind.is the “organ irf
by struggle over issues, by living the life of the ing issue of the class strhggle. The labor partv on ledge”—* '***' " “* * * '
process. . It is a nature imposed necessity.” Our |**e other hand, is a younger son of that vanitfe*} the oneiount of power, the motive ec 
Con. rambles along" like a bibb student cm the peri- Wffeoisie. That is why its methods are the |jÿ- frehs; the moving Tesson of dàsgttf tha ftytag 
phery of the main issue. Doe perhaps to the pria ^on« of extinct traders-the petty hudatere^^f of humanity^ fy it we know: and by H we «Hi 
matie hues of the imw miad, oe sterokr chasing, That ia why itianot an expresmog of The age of habit has less place in the maekira
barebaekeden Peca.ua, without a bridle T****®”* That »^hy it cannot csfl the bhdT than ever: like fordoéked time, U belong, ‘ r

r . . , °f tradition. And it never wüL It will decay with gone day Our life and call for mi
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^ experimentation ; for the sure look like & buttering ctmdlê. Everywhere sud al- cess Its own negation, it is the negation of the negation/
of mtelligauoe. fl'he apint of the machine age, ways let us carry the straight message of socialism. Here we have the three stages: the thesis—private pro- 
iving—not drifting—us, away from the inert Speak it with unfaltering langue. Present it with nerty; the antithesis—eapitaUsm ; the synthesis—common 
aity into a future vibrant and glamorous, with unambiguous clarity. Preach it with simple fervor, ownership." (M. Beer).
B$tnae Of awakened consciousness It is fore- maintain it with unflickering consistency. Then will 

* ing society to a proletarian uniformity. It is com-

PÜ r

mg
for-r<

In a previous article I said that the Hegelianthe trodden, masses, in the gathering storms of im
pelling thought as never before. It has thrust habit perialist oppression, rally round the only party that dialectical scheme of causation had been dropped 
IBtothe background of oblivion as it has already can explain their miseries and point their remedy ; by the later modern science ; its mode was obsolete.

anachron,8ms “to the discard, and turn the meaningless rancor against man and Readers will appreciate the fact and, I think, though
*Be careful of labor's institutions. Nonsense. We institution ; against human nature and its distor-

wony as little about labor s ^institutions, as tion, into the eotiscious weapon of triumphing re-
the nitrogen nodules at the roots of the log- volution. Never was the need greater ; material

■0* - For just as sure as Capital stands on the more prolific; hope more abundant. On with the
7'X: of a new crises, so, in reflex, we, the proletar- class struggle. It is the little wicket beyond the Erarwin- Next issue I propose to deal with the

ist, stand on the verge of a wider and sterner con- slough of despond that opens on to the smiling ways English classical school of economics in respect as
its postulates and preconceptions influenced Marx,

1 '

•4

1y.

«
it had its great values, the grain of a less romantic, 
more commonplace, matter-of-fact scheme of the 
process of evolution associated with the name of

-m*-
y

F-' • flict. Out of the clashing storms of that conflict ; out of life,
of its new constellated facts ; out of the square 
atigbment of an Imperialist oligarchy and an utter-

Wm

B
< -1*

PS—Midriff still safe. It is neither so conspicu- and also, I hope, bring this review of his theory of 
ous as it might be, or as we could wish it be. Hence history to a close by including in it an outline of hisly dispossessed society; out of crumbling tradition,a ; "e uige, with the liveliest feelings, a policy of theory. Somehow, my objective, those quotations 

ca canny. R from Marx, which are to show that the anti-Labor

party position of the S. P. of C. is not Marx’s posi
tion, as claimed, retreats as I advance. However, I 
recall, as I remember it, one of those haunting say
ings of “Oeordie’s” and am comforted : “It ja not 
where we are going that is so important, as what we

and the shattering of time soiled institutions, there 
is,even now, arising a new, dominant, militant, body 
of activity, nursing neither ancient shibboleth nor 
quondam desire, but free, with the dissociation of 
completed disinheritance, to fashion its new organi
sation from the meaningless tumults of the re-eon 
ditioning of the social forces ; and to fresco them 
with the knowledge of power, impassioned with the 
visioning of related reality.

Away with the past and its trammelling. Away 
with the “class consciousness'that eventuates out

S' 4|
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MARXISM nr SOCIAL THEORY.

(Continued from page 4)
: *

& %V
M'i ming antagonisms of the social process—It Is litre Hegel’s 

dialectic, a conception of history and a method of investi

gation at the same time. . .

with unanrpassed mastery ; with Its aid. he formulated the 

laws of the evolution of Socialism. In his earliest works.

The Holy Family- (1844) and the ‘Poverty of Philosophy1 tion of the Communist Manifesto, which open with 
(1847), written when he was formulating his'materialistic explicit announcements, as below :—

. . Man handled tide method P^k up on the way.” In the meantime, as a sop to
my impatient critics, I offer them the recommenda
tion to read the opening passages of the second sec-

of habit and sentiment.” Away from the nurseries 
of borrowed psychology. Away from the ‘ ‘ definitions 
of problems m the light of human nature,” and the 
vagaries of “ways and means in the feasibilities” 
of authority. On to the straight issue, that is bom 
out of the straight conflict. It is the slogan of the 
new freedom ; the citadel against which all antagon
ism beats in vain. A steadfast beacon, amidst the 
flickering rush fires of confusion. Socialism is not 
feeble because it is reactionary, nor deserted be- 

it is false. It is weak, for it is misunderstood : 
isolated because it is unknown, dint a division can 
sever obviate- misunderstanding. That is the prime 
province of class knowledge. As the tense strain 
and struggle of daily life is deepened and darkness 
with continual disappointment and infertile en
deavor; when existence is toiled in more precarious 
uncertainty ; when the most cherished possessions 
of life and need are naked as the towers of an
tiquity ; the colossal chicanery of rule and right must 
rise insistent, in spite of all duplicity. With that in
sistency comes the frame of mind irresistible with its 
intolerable conditions ; keen with the unveiled in
stancy of stripped reality. It is no dragging pro
cess or Utopia. It is the immediacy of the all com
pelling economic swelling full blosomed out of its 
crystallised stagnation ; the invincibility of dispos- 
seamon that must dominantly exist, and the re
strictive bonds of Capitalist property right can be 
set aside-—and will be set aside—at once, when the

;V

' \ conception of history, as also in his 'Capital/ it is with 

the dialectic of Hegel that he Investigates these laws. 

Here fellows a quotation from "The Holy Family.'

e-
“In what relation do the Communists stand to the pro

letarians aa a whole?
“The Communists do not form a separate party opposed 

to other working class parties.
“They have no Interest', separate and apart from those 

of the proletariat as a whole.
“They do not set up any sectarian principles of their 

own by which to shape and mould the Proletariat move
ment.

m. «
“ Proletariat and Riches (later Marx would have said 

Capital) are antitheses, 

both are manifestations of the world of private property. 

The question to be considered is the specific position 

which both occupy In the antithesis. To describe them 

as two sides of a whole is not a sufficient explanation. 

Private property as private property, as riches. Is com

pelled to preserve Us own existence, and along with It

As sucij they constitute a whole;- rj

m>
"The Communists are distinguished from the other 

working class parties by this only," etc,, etc,.

And that’s (Marx and Engels).
And that is what I advocate, fit that item of

$
,î

1
that of its antithesis, the Proletariat. Private property sat

isfied in itself is the positive side of the an thesis. The Marxism, at any rate, I am nearer Marx tl»»n my 
Proletariat, on the other hand, is obliged! as Proletariat, to

|r—
i- . j r .critics. There are no chances for various interpre- 

aboiish itself, and along with it private property, its con- tarions of the terms of those announcements. They 
dltioned antithesis, which makes it the Proletariat. It Is 
the negative side of the antithesis, the internal source of

**•
ft

I
I - t> F

are as clear and forthright and as free from dubiety 
as the instructions of a sergeant-major on parade. 
Readers may see, as I do, that, already in my part 
presentation of the Marxian theory, the terms of 
those announcements are implied in the theory, they 
issue by inference out of it, as of necessity : the hu
man forces in antithetical opposition to each other 
in the dialectic of history in its modern stage 
the proletariat and the bourgeoisie.

Do Comrade MacDonald and the rest of those 
who support the anti-Labor party position set them
selves over and against the founders of revolution
ary socialism by repudiating what they set down 
in the Communist Manifesto as a fundamental tactic 
for revolutionary socialists! If so, let them say so 
to that effect, as I do whenever I have occasion to

unrest, the disintegrated and disintegrating Proletariat .

The Proletariat fulfils the judgment which private pro

perty by th» creation of the Proletariat suspends over 

Itself, just as it fulfils the Judgment which wage—labor 

suspends over Itself lu creating alien riches and ite own 

condemnation. It the Proletariat triumphs, it does not 

thereby become the absolute side of society, for it 

triumphs only by abolishing itself and Its opposite, in this 

way both the Proletariat and its conditioned opposite, 

private property, are done away with. (The Holy Family)
"The dialectic method la again described tn a few 

Bee traces on pages 00-411 of the third volume of Capital'

(German), where we read: ‘In. so far as the labor process 

operates merely between man and nature, its simple elem

ents are common to every form of Its social development.

Bub any given historical form of this process further de

velops its material foundations and Its social forms. When 

it has attained a certain degree of maturity the given his

torical form is cast off for a higher one. That the mom

ent of such a crisis has arrived is shown as soon ss there 

is deepening and widening of the contradiction and anti 

thesis between the conditions of distribution, and conse

quently also the historical form of the conditions of pro

duction corresponding to them, on the one hand, and the 

forons of production, productive capacity, and the state of 
evolution of its agents, on the other. There then arises s I- Come now, comrades, confession is good for
can*let between the material development of production the soul and for honest discussion 1

t

rr. v1 r -t %a , arer--yv
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» great white light of the class issue floods our con 
i xdousness with understanding. Let us be faithful

to our Marx, in spirit and in truth. The form will 
1 . taire mere of itoelf. Let us point the lesson, dot the

!*«, stress our social slavery; emphasise the class 
■’ straggle; and with unwavering consistency main 

♦afa» the undesirable fact that our one and only free 
dem and relief from degradation and life long toil 
anA pewerty, Is the utter abolition of capitalist so 
oetjr, not >y planks and stages, but in sweeping 
totality ; not by paltry reform and habit, bat by the 

f; \ invincibility of social understanding.
The maasof the people are ignorant with the 

gfe . cubical sophistries of power. They are steeped in 
mire of tradition. They are imbued with the 

ppjfffiinn of barbarism. But they are not fools and 
llwy aiwlàe fstrne of easte. But they are 

t the soddesi day of the theocracy. They are 
" mfhg over with suppressed life end energy, 

virile with the throbbingJiioets of progress, 
lad the moment they are free, the moment the 
QatoUTifjr rfT dull hwnürrl capacities are touched 

rising sen ef reality, their capacities will 
* of smamfir and **tety wrffl w

i

differ with Marx. It does not do to differ with him, 
and at the same time keep up appearances of ortho
doxy by a barrage of stone throwing at my (acknow
ledged) unorthodoxy ; for readers are thus liable to 
be mislead into getting an impression that my crit
ics must be despensera of the Marxian word, 
and uncontaminated of personal predilections read 
into it, or by considerations of a modem kind, and 
give them credit or otherwise, accordingly. People 
who live in glass houses should not throw stones,

J
l

e , a? . éy.

pure

c. I

un-%
'

. C.
and its oorreepoading social form'

"Bat the HegeHan dialectic appears most strikingly in 

the famous twenty-fourth chapter (sec 7) of the first vol- MANIFESTO :
ume of /CaattaT (Genua) ». 837 Kerr ed ), where—the

Of theevolntioa of cspHallsm from small middleclass ownership
SOOIAMrr PARTY or OAHADA

(mb Kditkm)
all phase* ap to the Socialist revolatiun la oom- 

prehgaatveiy oatltaM la hold strokes: The capitalist 
method of appropriation, which springe from the capitalist 

sad therefore capitalist pri- 
perty. Is the Am negation ef todfvWaal private

J» m
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; 'will be observed that the priée can
with the marginal utility in the case ot the a«£ ^f| 
ginil purchase» in the murgin.i stratum. Those 

1 ' purchase» for whom the subjective value of the V ^ 
commodity exceeds the price an said, in Marshall’» .J 

N the last article on the subject of Price I out- Phra8e- to enjoy a “consumer’s rent.” There an}, 1 
lined the principle of itiwiniuMfig utility and more fsugthle forms of rent

It will be noticed that a price ha» been assumed 
determined by the factors limiting the supply of the liS existing. The circular nature of the argument
given use-value. Its marginal utility would be that "'ay , excused by the fact that we 

» a single phase m a dynamic process,
of the last unit actually enjoyed or foregone, see- The changes in demand occasioned by variation 
ing that the units on the hither and farther sides of in price vary greatly with the nature of the com- », 
the marginal line may be considered equal The fae- modity. The demand for a commodity is said to be 
tors limiting supply are generally comprised under elastic” if a slight fall in price should result in a 
the head of “Scarcity” and are, first, absolute scar- 1110re than proportionate increase in the quantity
city as in the case of manuscripts, pictures and other laken and versa' Necessaries are generally in

, the “unelastic” class The demand for such things
unique objects; secondly, the human effort and sac- M bread or Mlt wou1(1 ^ ^tly ~
rifices” necessary to procure the article. This latter slight change „ price. on the other hand the
is the most usual ease and may be further compli- modities generally classed as luxuries are found to

—T stmasr-■Vv|, ■
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EXIT LABOR
* -Sj

HE Labor’s party’s little experiment in gov- cated by the existence of monopoly control of sup- be “elastic” and very responsive to a fall in price.
This fact is of some importance in the consideration 
of monopoly prices

Where the subjective value—the consumer’s es
timate—exceeds the objective value or price there is 
an inducement to bay and this consideration will 
affect the ordèr of baying. The consumer,

T -i ’eminent has come to end, it would seem. And ply or by the action of the state as in prohibition, 
by the later stages of the contest it would ep- mIt may be necessary to observe here that sub- 

pear that there is something to be said for the view jective value thus determined varies for each and 
point of George Bernard Shaw : The rulers of Eng- every individual and is, further, incommunicable by 
land never allow elections to be fought over English that individual.

i *• w

' -ti

I ë
more

over, has- to distribute his income over a number of, 
grotesque in the matter of. the British proletariat that hypothetical individual, Homo Economicas, the purchases, and he is supposed to so order his boy- 
worrying over the stability of the Russian in the pleasure-gain experienced in the enjoyment of any ing that the marginal utility of all his purchases is 
matter of loans—or anything else. They like law rvalue was contrasted with and, so to approximately equal This is generally considered
abiding crittura! speak, limited by the pain-cost, the efforts and sac- ,0 ** “P0**?1 variatîonfl “ of the fac"

• However, there can be no doubt that nine months rifices incurred in production. In the actually exist- concerned will bnng about a redistribution of

, of office have crowded a great deal of practical ex-

There is an atmosphere of the tragic and Now, it will be remembered that, in the ease of%
1‘ •

issues.

ÏÜ V I
1
;

?
demand for the commodities comprised in the budget 

ing society, however, this pain-cost appears as a of that particnUr class of purchasers, 
money payment. Money is a commodity like any

r.
sf

perience into the people of the Labor party. The ’ All of which would seem to be sufficient warrant 
play of surface politics is always in plain sight, but other and is subject to the law of diminishing utility for saying that people will buy an article if they 
the currents that have the driving force lie in the thOUgh it is important to notice that in this case the want jt badly enough, if they have the money to pay

for it and if the price is sufficiently attractive. In 
fact, it appears to me there might possibly be some 
grounds for a suspicion that old Butler was right 
when he says in Hndibras that :

state of health of the machinery of capitalist pro
duction. Thus the Labor party went to the country the money commodity, being the universal
stating, ‘‘The supreme need of this country as of equivalent, gives command over the whole yvorkl of 
the whole world is peace among the nations, and the commodities. The marginal utility ofrmoney is the re
restoration of industry and commerce.” That is to tore lower for a rich man than for a poor one. He, 
say, ill-health on the gart of the capitalist scheme of of course, offsets this by the increased variety and 
things had seriously threatened peaceful relation- superior quality of the commodities he purchases.

fall in utility is eor much slower on account of the
§

1;*
I -p

The value of a thing 
la as much as It aril! bring.

:> !
A few quotations to close. These are recent pro- 

For the rest it is obvious that the* wealthy man noon cements on the question, and are useful aâ in- 
would have some difficulty in contrasting the satis- dicating the change in contemporary économie 
fictions he experiences with the pain cost incurred thought * 
by seme other individual, these being psychological 
changes experienced by entirely different persons.

Now, as we know, the demand for a commodity,

ships and “restoration” must needs come about 
That word restoration is unfortunately éhosen, be
cause it means acceptance of what has gone before, 
the necessary forerunner of just such conditions as 

, we have. At anyrate, the ' British electorate have

“Again, If supply Is greater than demand. It means that 
the quantity In the market Is greater than ehn be sold at 
the previous price for a smaller quantity, with the result 
that the combined factors of diminishing unit-importance

entrusted the restoration of trade and commerce to in the economic sense of the word, is effective de- and the stratification of buying power come into play and
the powerful wiseacres of the great Conservative mand: desire backed by resources. The resources

of a people depend on the natural wealth of that 
country and on the productive efficiency of that 
people. It has been so long since Bastiat first em- 

political futures it would appear safe to say that phssimH it that it is too often forgotten that the
the incoming Conservatives inherit an “easier” in- supply of commodities forms the demand for commo- cally be said to be the superior Influence, though It may 
ternstional European tension than the Labor group dities. It is not our present purpose to enquire into ^ v, .

irrespective of party des- how this comes about, but it is a fact that the indiv- , ^tlon, demJuld depeod u the oUUty ^ mewreA ta .
iduals comprising any given society vary as to their jerms of money). The chief factor on which the oondl-
command over these resources. There are, there- tions of supply depend is the cost of production. (Again
fore, so far two variable factors : marginal utility u measured In terms of money). The prevailing trend

towards an equilibrium of demand and supply can thus be 
expressed as follows:—

J

the seller must accept the tower general price set by the 
marginal consumers."-

|party, which is appropriate enough anyway. —Prof. N. J. Sllberllng: "Demand and Supply” p. Î4.
Without going too far afield in speculating in “The price of a commodity is determined by the con

ditions of both supply and demand; and neither can logt-

so me times be convenient to concentrate our attention on
-4

found ten months ago. 
finies, their condemnation or approval, capitalist 
financial interests have won out and the policies ofm V

"k l<-;

international financial interests as against industrial 
have worked their way in European politics to the

and command over resources.
*3We, have, further, to take note that in any given a commodity tends to be produced on a scale et which 

point where they have the controlling voice in af- market (the extent of the market will vary with thq its m.ryin.i cost of production is equal to its marginal >6 y
■tiMty; as measured In terms of money, and both an 
equal to Its price.

i-*

i fairs. They have waited these, several years for the nature of.the commodity and the, facilities for trtfhs- 
advantageous control of Germany, and they appear portation, etc.) there is a tendency to the prevalence

of a uniform price for any given commodity. In
consequence, then, of the variable factors above nt must DOt ^ ^«^ood that the marginal fringe of 
mentioned there is in this market what has been call- buyers, or any of the buyers above the swrgln for t»t 
ed a stratification of demand. There are, so to matter, are acting usually from careful rsttoMl analysis ot ■

next It is apparent finance has gpeak, layers of purchasers graded according to the 411 ,actorl O» «s 
its eye to the best bargain there; the terms of the ^tensity of their wants and their purchasing power. 7*** m Tlct^«of

7 bargain offered it doee not see dearly enough as be- ^ layers are, of course, much more mimer- mmeed l^ïldti^o^S^^gn^
ing in its favor. oos than the higher onei At any given pris, there- clover satosmsnahlp, aed thMr decisions are probobti more

fore, only those will be purchasers for whom tÿé non-radensi then rations! Bat hr whatevsr pty- ;
and has gained three quarte» of a million votes. H. marginal utility of the commodity in question is *dpgtcal ptui, good or hod. they ranch s dedskm to . 
it can be laid that ttoee^uru*. rf . tiHk. « .t U-t ntX On j. |U> «ptatm “
have turned their attention to a serious considéra- would he indicated by tills price. T^ow Who are _________ _____ _______________________
tion of the import of Labor’s appearans in political just persuaded to 6uy at any giyen price comprise ^ ^ <
life then a gain may be registered. Meanwhile, all the “marginal fringe*» of buy*» An beads in Ne^imoe something on supply andcodof p^ 
hands await the “lertpration,” It is certain the pris wiB shut out large numbew qf ptmhasn snd duetion, and then poadbly some critical work. Whal

‘ v-

IV

D. Henderson “Supply and Demand” p. 66.
to have got it—and that through the agency of the 
British Labor Government, itself in full understand
ing of the matter yet driven by circumstances. Rus
sia’s case comes

9
E In this election Labor has. lost some forty seats
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Anthropoidia and Canaille
_. >•**

By F. ,W. MOORE.•*
■'■-w %

V TT 7B have often heard it said that humanity about the time the wealthier man’s son is thinking sibleÎ If Dr Whitney’s statistics in the Scientific 
might reasonably be regarded as belong- of entering the high school The vast majority of Monthly are genuine, then men can produce today 
i*6 to two main categories, namely : those the poorer people do that, and continue working for one hundred times more than they could at times 

jrbo exploit others, and those who arc themSelv’es a mere existence throughout life. Contrast this con- when by manual labor they supplied the markets of 
exploited, but we don’t ever remfember having heard dition with that of the class with whom he fondly every country with commodities sufficient to satisfy

the needs of the population. We feel quite safe then 
in asserting that if, in former times, by manual 

According to Dr. Whitney in an article on page labour man could supply his needs in the markets of

I
fcf -

$; m

' "W
è

fl. suggested that the major part of eapitatistic imagines his is on an equality. Let us find approxi 
society might, quite as appropriately, be subdivided mately what are the resources on this class, 
into two classes under the names of anthropoidia 
and canaille. '

HB
m w .

639 in the “Scientific Monthly” for June 1924 : the world, he could now, and we say it after making 
from us to insinuate that alHsapitalists “The power outside his own muscles that man has an allowance for expenses of machinery and an al

and workers are of the development consistent with learned to control, has grown to one-hundred man- lowanee that is too liberal to be disputed, supply 
enrollment under these headings. In millions of power for every ipan in the country.” Now eon- them from fifty to seventy or eighty times over; 
them the consciousness of class with the eternal sider the improved industrial conditions that have and yet the anthropoidia. considering only profits 
Struggle involved, has been awakened ; and to these evolved since the days of the industrial revolution ; for an almost negligible percentage of the popula- 
there is no delusion as to the ephemeral nature of If one examines the “Vancouver Province” for Feb- tion, imagine they can squeeze this hugh supply of 
their steward-ship or to the abiding importance of

" j
:>-3 Far be it

Vs . "x•>»
iruary. 11th, 1923, he will see a long list of examples commodities into a compass from fifty to eighty 

the development of humanity. They have already illustrating the point, two of which will be sufficient times too small. Monkeys might try to store a ton 
i followed Tennyson’s advice by “casting out the to quote here: “In coal mines an automatic conveyor

ape.”
B

iof nuts in a pint pot, after it was filled, but we
for pier loading with twelve men replaces one hun- doubt it.

Nevertheless we cannot hide from ourselves the dred and fifty. . . .” 
outstanding fact that do numberless others of the

To find a motive for acts more suitable to lun- 
”Two men unloading pig-iron with an electric atics than Jo men of affairs, one most prospect in 

fraternity, ljfe has no meaning except in-as-far as it magnet and crane replace one hundred and twenty- the regions pervaded by class-consciousness. This is 
contributes, bÿ hook or by crook, to the acquisition eight.” 
of dollars and cents.

7

1precisely what the canaille has neglected to do, while 
Taking into consideration the fact that the or- the anthropoidia in doing it lost sight of nature’s 

It is the naked truth about this section of the dinary man before the industrial revolution, made a proffered opportunity to develop themselves, and be
es pitalistie world that we mean shall form the gist more independent living than he does today at his held only the deceitful little dollars and cents that 
of this article. It shall be the truth unapparelled precarious job, we must conclude that a large part have lured them, and are now luring them steadily 
by the conventional veil of euphony so that the un- of the 99% increase in production to the man, re- towards their own destruction, 
tramelled vision of the anthropoidal capitalist may ferred to by Dr. Whitney, is appropriated and made 
be the megna of making him “see himself as others use of as a means of acquiring such education and 
see him,” and bring home to his consciousness a culture as is available, by the class that the corn- 
realization of the senseless delay in development paratively poverty stricken member of the canaille 
that the tactics of the federated anthropoidia and compares in equality to his own. 
canaille, are inflicting on the long suffering human

1

HEAVEN AND tntr.i.

There is nothing surprising in President Eliot’s 
recently expressed opinion that he could not look 
forward with great pleasure to an eternity passed 
in any of the heavens imagined by popular theology. 
The remark is the sincere expression of a m«n who 
is drawing to the close of a long and active life and 
cannot imagine himself as content in even the most 
blessed idleness ever conceived. His is the natural 
reaction of the worker, and it is doubtful if anyone 
ever really longed for eternal rest unless he had been 

of those temperamentally incapable of doing 
anything likely to make him need even a shorter 
repose.

Poor gentle canaille ! Don’t you know that you 
must remain a block-head for ever if you don’t breakrace.

The purely anthropoidal section of capitalistic away from that enervating trance that prevents 
society is, of course, class conscious. The canaille your class becoming conscious of its condition t Do 
is not. Men included in the former recognise the you not know “There are none so blind as those 
tremendous power of class solidarity, and by what- that won’t seel” 
ever political name they are known, a federation of

"I "*

3In the same paper—we think it was the Van
couver Province of September 8th, there appears thetheir forces always materialises when a common 

danger threatens their capitalistic institutions. The following on page 3 : “ Only Liberia Ready to Cut 
canaille, on the other hand may be knowti, as the out War-budget—Great Powers Refuse to Promise 
name implies, by the canine fidelity of its -members Limit ^to Military Expenditures” : in other words 
to old parties and systems. Most graphically are Little Liberia alone—we suppose because she is so 
they described by Dr. Crane in “Farm and Home” little—acceded to a request of the League of Nations 
for August 14, 1924. In referring to classes he says : that as a preliminary to disarmament members 
“One exercises its emotions in hating other classes,”
and, of course, with such a <*!«« we are not con- military, and aviation appropriations, 
cemed at all The next line, however, shows his ily of the governments replied announcing a desire 
familiarity with our friends; “the pther thinks that to reduce their armaments”—but business is busi-

therefore they declined to accept any restrie-

one

The crudest imagination can picture a hell ter
rible enough to satisfy anyone’s idea of a place un
pleasant as an eternal residence. IBut men have 
come by slow stages to forget its existence, and it is 
not surprising that they should come to a point 
where they refuse to take seriously pictures of 
eternal bliss which, even when conceived by the 
most poetic minds, have always been singularly 
vapid, suggestive of a condition calculated to bore 
to extinction the most indolent man within the space 
of a very small fraction of eternity. The popular 
preachers, however, having on the whole an extreme
ly low opinion of human character, give up reluet- 

. antly the threat of damnation ; and, since most of 
them seem sincerely to believe that vice is attractive

promise -not to exceed this year their 1923 naval,
“A major-

.
3

«

1his class is as good as any, hence the class feeling 
” Nothing could i 
statement involve<

ness,
tions whatever, while France is openly professing 
(see column in the Province to the left of the one

does pot bother him. 
cisely true than the
seven words. Such" a man may be right in consider- quoted ) the necessity of force, and holding a 
ing that his class may be, at least morally, as good national war-dance at Meaux for the purpose of cel
as any other; but if he imagines it has the means' ebrating the anniversary of the Battle of the Marne, 
to compete in the acquisition of those character!»- In the face of these facts we challenge the world to 
tics by which rlnmirn are graded now-a-days, with, deny that the majority of its inhabitants are not 
the «If that h— unlimited access to this world’s justly described by the compound title used above.

Why should there be this insane but inevitable 
fa et that at the point of production, in the mines, tendency towards a world-wide throat-slitting, just 
mille and factories he often works several hours a because the machinery of the world is able to pro
day for nothing for the anthropoidia, that is after duce far more commodities than its owners can dis-

ii more pre- 
in the last

xâtç
s

-À,
g* -4'.M

$>--*% - and virtue dujl, they will be ready to abandon the 
world as inevitably lost if they can neither threaten 
nor bribe the ordinary man into being good- They 
have generally been more loath than laymen to ad
mit that virtue is its own reward ; but it really looks

he has produced sufficient to support himself and pose of in ap ever-dwindling market! Proof of this M though for the future, the world would have to
get along as best it may with men who, like Presi
dent Eliot, are willing to work and work well—not

he 1s employed: consequently his class, which in- for Social Service for October 1921 has this to say in order to escape hell or to win eternal rest but sim- 
elndes eVer 90% of the combined manual and men- concerning interrupted production : “In normal p]y becanse they find in work the incentive they 
tal worker», is doomed to comparative• poverty ; yet, times many essential industries show a high unem- need 

CV - in the type of the cheerful canaille, h is aa good as ployment once a year or oftener : The clothing
x any other. Are not the uniyersities and high-schools worker is idle about 31% of the year; the shoe-mak-

• ftertfmt Da not therefore the soma of poverty er spends only 65% of his time at work; the build mg hot, it would be well to eearider what
hav* the same mhtmtm to develop as the wealthy! ing trades worker is employed only 63% of his time ; fy believed. Our grandfathers may have been
Quite logical indeed wouV this argument be were during the last thirty yean the bituminous coal- tent with celestial harpers and heavenly ihnirs. hut 
it not toriheftetthat the environment, of poverty miners were idle on an average of ninety-three they

such as will induce a taate rfpr a unirer- working days fnihe year.” Does not that indicate the primitive faith. In the <kys which
---------- Mmpraedng on » that the ownership of the few, who can only employ good and really old rrsagraartswa-

Poking for a job men as long as 6 profits them to do sa, is respon- ous and piety fern
' V

1-goods, be only aborts his abysmal ignorance of the

i
to,

family in accordance with the standard of living is easily obtained, 
that happens to be in vogue in thd'country in which

BE"*" ~ The official bulletin of the Methodist Federation I
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Before we regret too much the good old days 
when heaven was heaven indeed and hell was boQ- > ji
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By j. a. McDonald.

N the process of Capitalist development there 
are times when the social mechanism fune- 
tions badly. The methods of continuing the 

process must be changed. The ragged ends of the 
system must be sandpapered and the gearing over
hauled. Necessity demands the introduction of 
ial reforms.

cannot assist us! Cannot the history of the older.
. . ... .... To demand of this society that it shall change

eountnes be taken as a guide by us of thkjontin- its law which constitutes its defense is to demand an 
ent ! I think so. And it was in the light of such absurd thing. The •partisans of critical communism 
perspective that the founders of the Socialist Party recognised that history has the right to follow it*. 
Canada adopted the attitude they did. They were course The bourgeois phase can be outgrown and 

soe- able to visualise the futility of reforms. They under- it will be. But as long as H exists it has its laws, 
stood that nothing less than a social revolution The relativity of these exists in the fact that they 

, ref.°rm “e*“res are ^,ded through state would suffiee to social conditions. grew and develop in certain determined conditions,
egwiatures by the ruling class and, consequently, While seeing that a reform movement was detri- but their relativity is not simply the opposite of 

beetome the law of the land Such measures are in- mental to working class welfare, they did not adopt necessity, a mere appearance, a soap bubble. These 
e to them because they ensure the perpétua- cn attitude of hostility to each individual measure, laws may disappear and they will disappear by the 

tion of class rule. They serve to prolong a social The idiocy of such a contention should be obvious very fact of the change of society, but they do not 
form that might otherwise collapse or at least pro, to any one of normal Intelligence. Every reform yield to the arbitrary suggestion which demands a 

,D “ meffeCtive manner does not necessarily militate against our interests change, proclaims a reform, or formulates a pro-
as a class. An extension of the franchise, or of the gram ” (Essays on the Mat. Con. of Hist.

rest ?
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m <In the long list of these reforms there is not one
that affects the basis of the capitalist system. They edncaUonal system, for instance, could not be eon- 
sre engineered for the purpose of mitigating some strued as ^ing detrimental to us. When such 
of the most baneful effects of class

pages*v 83 and 84.)fc
5An organisation that place* the advocacy of re

society. The measur<‘s arc introduced by our masters we can forms on its program must of necessity confuse the 
hundreds of legal enactments pticed on the statute make what use of them w« maX But H must be minds of the workers. It makes it appear to them 
books of every land, each year, are not formulated realised that the innovation emanated from social as though capitalism could solve its own eontro-
tf ***?■ a fundamental change in the social rein- Ueeessity on their P1*- II waa their business to dictions, and assure every unit in society better eon
tranships existing today but rather to make possible P*tch up ,he R-vstem ™ the l>eat way they knew dHkms than now obtains if only the social machinery 
the smooth development of the system that is. how and becaxtoe the measures I have mentioned a#- » properly oiled and attended. It causes the worker

While all mere»» go devised by the ruling ]hem thk nsPeet “ no rcaaon why w# to tinker with each little defect in the system in-
cbaa have aa their objective the protection of clam “°U d ,Ur 10 wage 1 8pe<‘ial war what wT «tend of using his energy to change the foundation,
intereeto yet from the workers ’ standpoint no favor- Ut,hse for our OWtt W™*- 
able change has been registered. This is palpable The chlef aim °* capitalist reformers is to salve 
when we examine the history of those 
where reform legislation has made the 
headway. s

Britain and Gena any are two shining examples 
in thk connection. The numerous legislative changes 
of the past century have assisted the rulers of both 
nations to Meemptish much. But looking over the 
Peldrfrom a worker’s standpoint we fail to find a 

ik. trace of any material gain.
One has only to scan the pages of Chioaxa Mon

ey’s “Riches gutMPoverty,” or the “Decay of Cap
italist Civilisation,’’ by Sidney and Beatrice Webb 
to understand how reform legislation has «girted 
the workers of Britain. The political speeches el 
the last election campaign could be read to the 
purpose.

4.

I
%

k It stimulates confusion and retards progress.
In view of these facts the wisdom of the Party 

countries T W°m “ modern 8°clety 80 “ to Prolong founders can eearcely be queationed. They dealt 
greatest th^ system of exPtoltati°n, and increase- the surplus with realities and fashioned their program accord- 

values extracted from the workers. They always ingly. The position they adopted was in harmony 
most, however, that they are animated only by a de- with the teachings of Marx and Engels in the Cbm 
sue to benefit all section* of the body politic even to munist Manifesto. This textbook was not meant 
those whom they exploit. The results give the tie to apply exclusively to the year 1848. It 
to such a statement.

C
W-
m,

j

vwas an ex-
4planation of capitalist society, and even though

Nothing of a drastic or revolutionary nature can words and phrases might/ become obsolete, 
be expected & the way of social legation so long quire to be changed, yet by and large it suffices as 
as capitalism lasts. The ruliqg da* will introduce well today as it did when written, 
nothing that interferes with its right to rule and ex
ploit. Every act plated on the statute books finds 
its way there becai 
owners.

some
tor re-
1

!
&=4- But now, the S. P. of C. has decided to plow a 

new furrow. It was not done on the spur of the 
moment More than two years ago I predicted the 

^ coming change. The verification of a prediction

* si
m rosy colora the picture of social conditions, while I^briria has well statld—‘‘The8^oi^,n*!jL ^ “ were placed be,ope thc Part7
those in opposition portray affairs in shady lines, not a tissue of reasoning but it k a ' "f81*1” “ benduP for * deemion there would probably be some 
But on thk occasion the Balwin Government was plexus of fact* which en» «m™ and * «>n»- value in a continuation of my contributions. But
seeking a change from free trade to protectionjmd, relations. It k a foolish thirnTto C°mpieX under the present circumstances they can have little
in order to establish the validity of their claim. they sïZHf fL^hS^Î ^ to assume that thm effect The deed k done. The Party has decided

were forced to show how ineffectual the old meth tc thc new waX A clear ent revolutionary pro-
eda hud been;Usem ploy ment, poverty, slavery'were elce ^ ^ ^rani has given way to a more popular demand. I
on the increase gnd every poliïekü agreed. ? ^ ^ «***» ™ ™ganl to the change.

] d*mt?y ,tsdf to ^ 1 have.done my utinort to portray its fallacy But
With MKh facta at our disposal why should we of h ^ ^ °! aH to The will of the Party k otiierwke.

thomarking dm continue to fight for reforms that .verty w*h£ dem^^orert^^T^

if of its utility to the world’sgo- «-■
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-the mighty arbiter— t
6Ç-. - - iS
F: .

i *___ . _ _ If we wiah to tan ^<*1 ^ time in which to make up far the kindness and for-

l* 5^7

nish unfailing entertainment to the fortunate inhab
itants ®1 paradise, which— but his own vigorous 
kyle in the treatise “De Spectaculk” wiB give a 

vivid pasture:
“How aludU wonder ! How shaU ï Uugh,! How Reading the businem jouraak, we learn that Ihk 

1 ”JO,ce How aha11 1 triumph when I be- bring the year of the U S. Pimadentul etedtan and
«SJ kin» greamag that event being ahnoet over and done with,
with Jupiter their god in the lowest linrkiuim of

thesq cash returns.
Following, fl each: J. Dennis, J. q

Boagrie, P. P. Dawes, J. R. MacDonald, T. Dorrill, 
Albert Sumner, A. R Sinclair, A. Toppano, O. 
Erickson, J. C. Budge, H Mel bo, J. N. Hintaa, Dr. 
P- Ingles, P. P. Gibbs, Wm. Alien.

C. R Morrison, S3; C. R Imlro, S2; C. Lester, S2. 
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^ride in prosperity will be the adding maritime
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(Continued from last issue) community, and aims at giving to laoour a definite enge to the most inefficient and most corrupt class 
Labour status, a legal fixing of a dividing line be- that history has produced. It has to organise poli-
tween a

É ■'VERYrMp*' invention, every revolution in 
11 the^produetive process, and every fresh 
m "* application of science to industry, in- 

the power of capital, because it in
to the productivity of labour without the *ls dream is of a future state in which it will be trial field is not jeopardised

transformed into ~a great functionless Feudal heir-
arehy, its maintenancè made possible by reason of all to live in the very fullest sense of the word, free

la lions with the workers are concerned is to buy rorP*U8 wealth which labour’s energy will make from care as to what the morrow will bring. Hither- 
. . . j" ' ’greater as each -day passes. Thus from out of the to all the happiness, all the leisure, all the freedom

T *WWer ** cm pest pomblc P**®> class conflict does capitalism look to the Servile to enjoy what bountiful nature has provided for her
and to get as much in return for the price he pays State. children has gone to one class, which has appropri

ated all that labour has produced and him given to 
Viewed from the standpoint of industrial devel- labour in return a mean, miserable lodgement on

'■ --

working section of the coryn unity and a tically for the purpose of preventing the chaos which 
permanent funded patrician class. The capitalist a counter-revolution can only bring and of seeing 
class knows that aokiety cannot remain stationary, to it that what labour is prepared to do on the indua-

• ..

-tl: *L3, a'.
v£p‘T.~ •

Industrial development has made it possible forbenefit of that increase going to the produc
ers. The function of the capitalist, so far as his re-

9!1WK

■m*; -•
4

1as he possibly can. If, therefore, a new machine is 'Labour’s Great Task.
introduced into the workshop which will make it 
poesible for one worker to do the work of two, or "Promt, the''day of the capitalist class has passed, sufferance upon the outskirts of what life really
more than two, then the- individual worker becomes No 1<w’^er Puahk,S forward and helping along evolu- means.

1 ion, it represents all that is reactionary in society.
The only -class that, looking forward, can still be bed through the centuries, we are robbed today to a
revolutionary and that cares nought for the status greater extent than ever before. Let us organise
quo, is the working class, which, by labour of hand and dare to claim onr own. 
and brain, keeps the wheels of all social life revolv- 

that ing. But the capitalist class will certainly not vol
untarily abdicate in favour of the workers On the 
contrary, the lesson of history is surely this : that the 
dominent class in every epoch has striven with might 
and main to retain its hold upon the source from 
which its wealth waa obtained even when the

.H
I
t

;

Workers, the future is ours. We have been rob- :a greater profit-producing asset. If, in addition, by 
the aid.of the “speed-man” and the scientific man
ager, output can be stfll further increased, capital 
will give these industrial pacemakers its blessing. 
But of the workers in general it will 
while a greater volume of commodities is being pro
duced, some of their number will find that their 
places have been taken by the machine, and they will 
be forced by the pressure of circumstances to com
pete for employment with those inside the factory. 
The history of industrial evolution is the history of 
a movement of the workers'to a situation in which 
they have less and less of security, and in which they 
have no guarantee that tomorrow will not find them 
in a far worse position economically than they are 
in today. Production has increased a thousand-fold 
as the centuries have advanced, let the workers 
still find themselves engaged from day to day in a 
ceaseless conflict in the workshop, in order that pre
datory capitalism shall not encroach further upon 
their meagre" standard of living. This conflict is not 
new between sections of the workers and sections of 
the employing class. It is between the work- 
era- as a class and the employers as a class. 
The workers fight with the only weapon they 
possess—the power to wit hold themselves from

t[Jr

THE END. f
:«

changed conditions had taken from that class its 
économie significance. The walls of the capitalist * 
Jericho will not fall down in response to resolutions 
trumpeted by Labour Conferences, but must be 
stormed and ultimately levelled by the workers 
organised as a class for the purpose of taking all 
power into their own hands In spite of the abond
ance of riches which is aaanifested on every hand, 
capitalism has failed to préside a decent standard of 
life for the people. It ha$^failed to provide 
Iranity at any kind of existence that is worth while, 
and it has failed to safeguard the lives, the health, 
and the well-being of the workers. Capitalism most 
go, and with it the wage system.

Machine development has removed most, and is 
fast removing all the dividing lines which have kept 
the.workers separated in groups, each seeking its 
own advancement even though that brought an in
jury to some other group. It is now possible for a 
worker in one industry or branch of an industry to 
be transferred to some other and yet become, in a 
very short time as adept in his new occupation as 
he was in the old. The Trade Union form of indhs- *
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Socialist Party of 
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production and hence to make for the time being no 
profits for their masters. The employing class, com
bined, federated, interwoven and intermingled 
tionally and internationally, fights with its hands 

' upon the storehouses of nature, upon the tools and 
the means of producing wealth. The struggle has

We, the Socialist Party of Canada affirm oar aller- 
lance to. and support of the principles and programma 
of the revolutionary working class.

Labor, applied to natural resources, produces all 
wealth. The present economic stystem Is based upon
capitalist ownership of the means of production, _____
qnently, all the products of labor bArog to the capital
ist class. The capitalist la. therefore, 
worker a slave

So long aa the capitalist class remains in poaaasaiaa 
of the reins of government all the powers of the State 
will be used to protect and defend Its property rights ta 
th emeane of wealth production and Its control of the 
product of labor.

The capitalist system gives to the capitalist an ever- 
swelling stream of profits, and to the worker, an 
Increasing measure of misery and degradation.

The Interest of the working class lies in sulllni 
Itself tree from capitalist exploitation by the abolition 
of the wage system, under which this exploitation, at 
the point of production, is cloaked. To accomplish 
this necessitates the transformation of capitalist 
petty In the means of wealth production into 
controlled economic forces.

3 Hna-
*3 trial organisation, that was in keeping with the con

ditions-that produced the craftsman, the apprentice, 
and the demarcation dispute, will not and cannot 
perform the task that lies ahead. That task is not 
negotiating for minor improvements in working 
conditions; these will be conceded by the employing 
class with alacrity, as that class is placed more and 
more on the defensive; and will be given for the pur
pose of sidetracking the revolutionary elements in 

suent, ever-present contest in the sphere of produe- the army of organised labour. The industrial organ- 
tion. The strikes of the last few years have very of the future will have placed upon them a
Uifprix been against the use of the power of the 
state to

-rl1Hat • i
u; thewithin recent years entered upon a still wider phase. 

The control of the machinery of Government being 
* in the "hands of capitalism, it has, tmx» and tiara 

again, been placed at the disposal of the dominant 
class wfipn open warfare has taken the place of the

1
-

53 < -

v. • v> double duty. They will have to displace the employ- 
ist Capital the better to control the work- mg class from its position as the dominant factor in 

has discovered that in its economicera. LabourTPS- industrial Hfe, and will have to undertake the work 
power that m, in its organised power to labour or Gf organising the industrial Hfe of the new society, 
not to labour, it baa a weapon that con moke or un- Industry, that is to say, the production of wealth, is
***** le^atlTe ensetMlte- Tfce 9ute P">Po*d the basis of the whole fabric df aerial life and the 
and may enforce, while labour is «descent, but saeeeawwf the political revolution will be measured 
against labour m revolt the capitalist State k pow- by the amount of attention that has been paid to the 
*TW„TTt„ ** lwm ** ** »e*e»ent towards question of the workers’ control of industry. The 
State Caprtahsm, Jhst stato now in actual process chief duty of the workers to themselves is to orgsn- 

whkk the capitalists relieved Ik, ee that they may he assured that they themselves 
, but provided wiH control their own destinies, which means that 

capital, will they wiH eprifot 
P**»*» the Before this has 

in the ni

xl
The Irrepressible conflict of Interest between the 

capitalist and the worker necessarily expresses Itself
This to theas s straggle for political supremacy.EH Class Struggle.

Therefore we call upon all workers to organise 
der the banner ef the Socialist Party of r*»--*- with 
the object of conquering the political 
purpose of setting wp and enforatng the 

of the working ctoae, as foUowe;

m
Bet

the

•C-

9?-. of capltaltot property in the of-
v . funstion more actively Hi the poüti^d^ wealth prodnettoa (natural 

lee, mills.duet of their own labour, 
y accomplished, capitalism 
U make ha last stand and 
tha eounteisrevohtionary 
twjoin it The wortog." -f"
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taereeaeCtho amity of the manuteetnrer to * Thus ctoseth thé first 
• Md*»re «pods the me*#» tor thé* were from which the Lord delft 

ISH'tbe rvsalt Suit Canadian bn- 
piemeot concern* are operatic on ptot UBie.' Now if. a 
farmer ha* 1000 act* of land, buildings, hofses and ma
chinery for opera tin*, hat only fan* 100 acres, it can 
be seen that capital invested Insurance depreciation, up
keep, etc., would be * neat in farming 100 acres with a 
1000-acre' outfit, result would be waste labor resulting in 
Ugh cost of production. That Is precisely the condition 
of the agricultural implement business. They are pro
ducing 100 binders in a factory capable of producing 1000.
There are certain fixed charges that remain the,same 
whether 100 or 1000 Implements are, produced. Production 
under these condition» is high. Therefore Implements 
must sell high. This can not be called efficiency. J would 
call It capitalism digging its own grave.

- ' - ‘ /Ism CSV*!
itsCorrespondence 1? PÜ1

e 8- ▼- YAU8CO.

getting le* and

*6' CAPITALIST EFFICIENCY.
8tan more, Alberta. ait

Editor Clarion: \

H. W. Woods president of the U. F. A . Chairman Al
berta Wheat Producers Ltd, etc, addressed the farmers 
of the Stanmore district on August 11th. For three hours 
we sat and listened to a confused jumble of econoetica, 
capitalist myths, meaningless words and phrases that 
weilaigh did the Engtiah language to death. “Fal* social 
laws.-

w- OBÏTÜARY.

Editor Clarion:
The Comrades in Ethnonten have — 

you of the death of a great supporter add 
the S. P. of C. and The Clarion. Wo would
have the

to
of

“True democracy," "Intelligent citizenship,” 
“Efficiency” and “Inefficiency" were the words repeated 
time and time again. DO doubt with the Idea of Impressing 
indelibly these magic words upon the minds of the audi
ence. The audience, which, besides farmers consisted of 
preachers, preacher-students, bank managers, clerks, etc, 
did their best and with “bleary eyes and blunted Bonis" 
hung onto the magic* words for dear life, believing, so It

you to
following notice Inserted in the Western Obrien: 

Ralph Benedict died on October II, ho wan at
a meeting in the new Empire Theatre, of heart faüef# 

He spent all his HTe in the working-class 
nothing was too small or too greet for aw to do far the 
cause he worked for.

mi.i
andr
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The efficiency of capitalism' ye gods. Llstèn to this 
from the pen of J. A MacDonald : "The efficiency of Capi
talism !
10,600.000 workers

At the present time there are approximately 
iployed on the North American

k Having taken part in the movement to Russia, France 
and Great Britain, and lastly Canada, his 
tough t him the value of education, and he was always 
ready jto help organise a meeting, or give his whole 
port to any 8. P. of C. propagandist

He was burled on the 16th and a large precession took 
place, of all grades of thought to the movement, to show 
their last respects for the work he had done. Represent
atives of the Labor Party, Workers' Party. 8. P. of C. and 
the Workman's Circle spoke at the funeral, and 
truly say he died as he lived. A good Comrade in the light 
fur working class emancipation.

seemed, that the salvation and emancipation of mankind 
depended upon the* words. Mr. Woods told the people continent. AcArtting to the latest government reports 
of the great good the ü. F. A. had done for them In the each "worker produc* on an tverage about twenty dol-

tors worth of wealth each working day. This amount, 
which is lost through the efficiency of capitalism, would 
build 330,000 bom* coating five thousand dollars esch

* t
t

put and promises of even greater things In the future. 
The poor debt-ridden farmers forgot their miseries for a 
moment gpd went home rejoicing. And as they went I 
tbohght I heard them sing: mweek. In every city one can see battalions of this im

mense army of labor derived even the right to work. In 
every division point and at water tanka one can see their 
camp fir* Illumine the night In the* jungles of the work
ing class, due to the Jungles of capitalism, one can find 
shoemakers with their to* sticking out through the rem
nants telling their owners of the efficiency of capitalism 

efficiency which pits shoemakers into the jungles or 
the bread Une, while millions of workers are without shoes, 
and machines that could be making shoes are Idle and 
rusting.”

-
B "I will always be staunch 

To my mortgaged up ranch.
In the wilds of the sun-blistered lew. 
Where I can rest my hack 
On an old gunny sack 
As I dream of the fortunes to be.

Mr
we can

f

Yours Fraternally, 
J. Jacobs.

Edmonton, Alto.TTs a pleasure for me
Just to gaae on, to see:
The mustard, the thistle, the pig weed galore, 
Down the road that leads back SUBSCRIPTION FORMi

But why enumerate the ever increasing loss through 
the social waste of unemployment—the Incalculable waste 
in wealth, and the waste to the degeneration of the work
ers, which creates all values. The efficiency of capitalism! 
That Is well displayed to the millions of men who are 
working, yet producing nothing of social value, or worse, 
whose activity is anti sects 1 In the modéra cities under 
capitalism there is an 
that would, if properly directed, he sufficient*, (o destroy

To my tor
. To my mortgaged-up farm at Stanmore"

It is a mighty good thing to have parlor reformers like 
Mr. Woods come along once to a while; It enables students # 
of the social movement to gauge sentiment and. public 
opinion, it reveals thaw that are true to the class struggle. '

.shack.
Obey tiuU impulse and subscribe for the

WESTERN CLARION
Address P.*0, Box 710, Vancouver, R. 0. ■T-T

j
and “Inefficiency" are two words that Mr.

it of useless and wasted labor Enclose^ find $____ _______
Send the Western Clarion to

apedaliiw Mr. Woods’ whole argument can 
up thus: THe milling and agriculture tmple- 

it therefore these concerns can
he

disease, «lighted mankind, and forever dean the. earth v;:
areitgfc of the scourge of poverty. We find thousand* of busi

ness establishments sell fin g the same product 
an* of useless clerks detoieir

Institutions, where, 
two or three central stem* would be sufficient. Millions 
of dollars are wasted each week to useless advertising, 
such aa “Buy your Pear’s Soap at Hobem’s."—met.by 
“Boy your Pear’s Soap at Skin

5 any old price they pli for their commodities. Name ___Thous-
werk for hundreds of use-

Agricultural implements will be higher aext year than at 
all due to the efficiency of the implement business. 

The farmers sever had an effli
lew a sane system V?selling organisation 

for that reaaflM the farmer la Compelled to take just 
what the other fellow chooses to give him an* the way

;

Addri

S5 to solve the
for the farmers to establish efficient selling organisations. 

New I never claimed to know touch. I have never won 
at s bento Judging contest. But the idea that 

that agricultural Implements are Ugh because of the «11- 
tog efficiency of that industry can be entertained only by 
times that know nothing about the matter, or by thdw that 
have
mental Institutions. According to Mr. Woods’ logic Cap! 
tollst industries that have lowered prices since the war 
are Inefficient; those that have maintained high prie* are 
efficient. The International Harvester Company and the 
Standard Oil Company are interwoven, the directors of

problems confronting the world is
t’a.”

Hundreds of middlemen, wholesalers, all part 
of an inefficient commercial system are part of the "ineffi
ciency of capita Ham “ Recently I was in Calgary, and 
found another of the Indications of the efficiency of cap!

of workers, lured by the siren songs

any
-i

Literature Price List
:

Cloth Bound.f Pw Copyof prosperity, had bought their own homes. They had be- Revolutlon and Counter Revolution (Marx)
Ancient Society___________ _______________
Capitalist Production (First Nine and «

“Capitol.” vet 1, (Marx) ____
Vital Problems in Social Bvelntion
Science and Revohitlon ___________ __
The Militant Proletariat 
Evototion Social and Organic - 
Purltoatom

attention of the authorities to charge of LUlie red that "prosperity” which to one of the mirages of 
t system. Then to the dark years of 1914 to 

1919 they went to France under the lure of another siren

1.96the
Chapters

LNsong: “A world fit for hero* to bve to.” Then some of 
them came hack to the darker years of undiluted Wilson 
ton democracy. And now they are living to the era of 
capitalist efficiency to a world where war to ended. But 
they are not tiring to their own homes. More than half of 
the hom* to Calgary are owned by the city, token, over 
for taxes. This to the efficiency dt capitalism. The 
efficiency of capitalism ! the efficiency of disease and death. 
Some years ago Dr. Woods Hutchinson, one of the grant 
authorities of the world on medical matters, made the 
statement that within the period of ten years the mediçal 
profession could eradicate the white plague, tuberculosis,. 
if they were permitted to get real sanitation, to destroy the 
breeding places of the germs which each year are respon
sible for one out of every seven deaths on the. North Am
erican continent. The* germs breed to the dark atmos
phere of poverty, caused by ill feeding and Inhuman coodl-

the same
t dirions « the tuberculosis germ. But there to a dises* 

more dread than tuberculosis: the tiring death of insanity. 
An expert on this subject within the last month amde the

the one are to part directors of the other. Capitalist* 
to order to 
their own

trate their wealth. marry only within 
group. So that we find the two groat 

tioned aw related by marriage. One would 
trust would be just as efficient to .«ti
the other, and yet farm Implement 

level or nearly so « during the

' Mb, Ethics and History _____________
Germs of Mind to Plants________
The Triumph of Life ___________
Social Revolution (Kantsky) ___

Essays on Materialist 
Conception of History (Labriola) 
Social Studies (Lafargue)

Paper Covers.
Evototion of Man (Prof. Bolache)
Wage-Labor and Capital __
Independent Working Claw 
Cowman tot Manifesto .. - ,

expect that the
tog their 
prie* are
war, while oils and gasoline are lower to price. According 
to Mr. Woods' logic the Inter. Harr ester Company to 
efficient and the Standard Oil Company to Inefficient, but 
the Standard Oil Company to making money and dedaring 
fat dividends while the Harvester Company can hardly

the M «§

m si

•/?.Par Copy

1r'-r*
ltr
l*and auto tire prie* have dropped to some 

to prewar prices. According to Mr. Woods the* 
are inefficient hut they are declaring fat divid 

while the 'Massey Harris Company has been losing 
milHoua of dollars during the post few years In spite of 
high prie* of fas* machinery.

The fact of the matter to the agricultural Implement 
on the North American continent has be* over 

76% of the fact*!* could be Junked
take care of the demand for machinery.

> r
Metkma. But capitalism for Its existence . Utopian and 

Store of tike Farm ___
i rifle 16a

tta
i

Vahto Price and Preflt (Mare) ___
on History (C.
“»es of War (Laekls) 

CMl War to France (Marx)

Ms
statement that if the present percentage of Increase to this 
dises* were eoottoned the entire world would he Insane 

forty yew*. The wide world win be as 
as the capitalist system to forty years 
take a band to the

I6e
and G. DevlBe) fato*

the the workers 
it of industry and the re

and
Quantity Rat* on/

» Twe BuysWl Canada was opened up tor develop-

5L Manifesto -96 csystem. Either the 
yean the retire world win he crasy.

wfB organise or within fortya fertile fluid for exploitation by manu Î ■ ■: r ■Demand for machinery was eraxy.
fitted to admire the efficiency of capitalism, a social aye- *su

Stare df the Farm — 
Moritaoic ef 8. P. of C.
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